
“We can’t wait to join 
you on our next eclipse 
chasers trip together!” 

Chile Total Solar Eclipse 2019

highlights
Astronomical Wonder. On July 2, 2019, the new moon’s umbra will pass directly over-
head for eclipse chasers, and in a moment of extreme rarity, the disc of the moon will
cover the sun’s face for the sight of a lifetime.
Otherworldly Landscapes. Imagine yourself amidst the regal Andes Mountains, the
surreal Atacama Desert, and sipping award-winning vino on Chilean vineyards.
Leading Experts. Feed your curiosity with private keynote presentations, lectures, and
family-friendly activities.

what travelers say
“You pulled off the challenging logistics with grace and charm. The lectures and special
events added a lot of value to the experience.”
“The trip was incredible. The very intimate lectures were truly priceless experiences that
could only be eclipsed (ha!) by the main event.”

at a glance
On the Scene in Santiago. Nestled in the central valley, in the shadow of the Andes,
discover a city teeming with Machupe and Spanish history, exuberant Latin energy, and
top-flight restaurants.
Terrain andTerroir. Visit vineyards where the conditions of sun, wind, winter rain, and
the salts of the Maipo River create perfect local conditions for world-renowned Cabernet
Sauvignon and Merlot grapes.
Natural Wonders. Take a dip in the Puritama hot springs, observe Chilean flamingos in
the Atacama, and hike the marvelous landscapes of the Moon Valley.
Path of Totality. In the Elqui Valley, snack on local olives and goat cheese, with a pisco
sour in hand, while we take in 2 minutes and 15 seconds of an awe-inspiring, knee-
weakening, breathtaking wonder.

details
§ 9 days, 8 nights, options available at family-friendly accommodations.
§ Dedicated bilingual guides and private transportation throughout the trip.
§ Comprehensive briefing packet for each participant, including country information,

logistical and contact information, reading list, and packing list.

Marvel at rarely-aligned celestial bodies in conjunction with mind-blowing lectures on a Chilean odyssey.

“The most amazing 
experience I've had in 

my life.”

10 years of taking 
the road less traveled
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